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aabstract. We prove that the internal path length of an AVL tree of size N is bounded from above 
by 1.4404N( log, .v - log, log, N I+ O( N) and show that this bound is achieved by an infinite 
family of AVL trees, each tree of which is not of maximal height. These results carry over to the 
comparison cost of brother trees. 
The cost of a search operation in a tree corresponds to the length of the path 
from the root to the node that contains the desired information. Almost 25 years 
ago, Adel’son-Vel’skii and Landis [ 11 introduced AVL trees, the first class of which 
came to be known as balanced trees. They satisfy the basic property that their height 
is logarithmic in their size. Although the worst case height of AVL trees is well 
known to be 1.4404 log, N (see [ 1,7]), the worst case internal path length (or IPL) 
has been air open problem. In this paper we provide the first tight upper bound on 
the internal path length of AVL trees. Moreover, we demonstrate why AVL trees 
of uiaximal hcigl- it cannot have maximal internal path length. This illustrates that 
the principle of the AVL tree scheme, namely, keeping access paths short by 
balancing the heigh:s zf subtrccz+oes not guarantee good worst case behaviour o 
the internal path iength. 
Since each path’s length is bounded by the height t ere is an obvious upper bun 
for the internal path length of an AVL tree T’, namely, 
But can this coarse boun 
to a lower order term), bu 
like one might ex 
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If /++I 1 is a Fibonacci number F,,+?, then the AVL tree of maximal 
~~i~u&~~ determined; i: is the Fibonacci tree Fib(h). In Fig. 1’ we display 
trees Fib(O), Fib(l), Fib(2), Fib(3), and Fib(h). But, despite being of 
o not have maximal 
6, and internal 
5 and internal pat 
Fib(T) also fails 
essimal, for all 1s 2 
path lengt 
i JPL( Fmb( h ) j = 1.0422 
Fig. 1. Fibsnacci trees. 
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(see Lemma 2.3(b)), which is not pessimal but rat er quite close to the optimum! 
ently, Gannet [ ] also made this observation. e presented a family $9 
s some of whit 
The trees in this family %, like the tree of Fig. 2, have only two kinds of subtrees: 
complete binary trees and Fibonacci trees. 
In the next section we prove that the internal path length of an AV 
is bounded from above by 
Then, we show in Section 3 t at this bound can be achieved by AVL trees that are 
also members of the family %---but worse ones. In order to establish our upper 
bound we first prove that 
rPL.(T)~h(N+~)-~~lrb”+‘+1 
tree of size N and height h, where C$ = (If fi)/2 = 1. 
s why .AVL trees of maximal heigh+ Lit cannot have rrraxirrnai path 
reased beyond a certain threshold, then the exponential growth 
rate of the negative term wi!! outrun the linear i;osftivc t2rm and, ih~idbr~, the 
lpllw& \rr;11 ABm=PcaC~ "V.4. UCC.'CUVW. 
In the last section we show that our results on the internal path length of AV 
trees carry over to the comparison cost of brother trees. i-his cost measure toget 
with the node visit cost measure, captures the time complexity of this tree scheme; 
E-L-I 
see 1s~. 
Let T be an extended binary tree. We count the level of nodes starting with level 
zero at the root. The %le@ht br of T is its maximum level number and its s!zs is the 
number of internal nodes. A node at level i is said to be at height h - i with 
he access path to a node at level i is of length i f 1 (se 
Furthermore, weight( T) = size( T) + I denotes the number o 
The internal path length of a binary ree T is defined as 
IPL( T) = C length(path( p;)). 
p binary 
Note that the external path length (or E ) of a tree of size 
t es, is 
path length by the formula 
level 
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Fig. 3. Notations. 
of the N-k 1 external nodes contributes to EPL. Since the difference is Q(N), all 
our asymptotic results hold for EPL as well as for IPL. Finally, let us recall that an 
Av L tree is an extended binak j Gzc 1 ‘2 which the heights of the two subtrees of 
each internal node differ by at most one. 
First we derive a fcrmula for IPL that corresponds to the view from the frontier 
of the tree. 
. Let T be an A VL tree of size N and height h, and hi be the height of the 
ith external node in T. Then, 
t-J+ i
IPL(T)=(h-l)(N+I)+l- C hi. 
i=l 
of. We have 
N+l 
IPL(T)+2N+l=EPL(T)=(h+l)(N+I)- C hi, 
i=l 
see Fig. 4. L_l 
We denote 1:;’ hi by U(T) in the following; U(T) is the “area” below the 
external s of height at least one in ‘I”; see Fig. 4. The formula ir Lemma 2.1 
does not only for AVL es but also for arbitrary binary trees. It can be used 
to establish an interesting co ection between the path length of a bnnar!! tree and 
etic and the geometric mean of certain integers; see [6]. 
e need to establish a lower b 
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h+l 
Fig. 4. The area U(T). 
those AVL trees which are as skew as possible; that is, the Fibonacci trees. 
that the Fibonacci tree Fib(h) is of height h and of weight F’I+Z, where F0 = 0, 
F, = I, and F\,+? = F,, + F,,,, defines the sequence of Fibonacci numbers. 
U(Fib(h)) =$(hF,,+,+(h -3)F,,). 
roof. I3y induction on h. If h = 0 or h = I, then both sides are equal to zero. Assume 
ue to the recursive definition of Fibonacci trees (see Fig. II ) we have 
U(Fib(h)) = U( Fib( h -3)) + F,, + U( Fib( h - I)), 
because the subtree Fib(h -2) is raised by one level. By the induction hypothesis, 
this yields 
ulFib(h))=:((h-2)F,,+(h-5)F,,_,+5F,,+(h-I)~,+,+(h-4)F,-,) 
=;(hF,,+,+(h-3)fi,). Cl 
We now derive an asymptotic formula for U(Fib( h)). 
.3. (a) U( Fib(h)) 2 &i?+’ - c$?. 
(b) IPL( Fib( h)) = 1.0422928 . . . N log, N + O( N). 
. It is well known that 
where 45=(l+fi)/12=I.618... is t ositive root of 
-0.518. ? S is the negative one. By Lemma 2.2, 
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because &i-t$-‘=ti$-143. is proves assertion (a). Since @+‘= 
J3&9$-,+2+o(l), Lemma 2.1 yiel 
ecause h = 1 
f ib(h)) = 
= F,,+? = wei 
CO 
a 
t 
ation of U an 
re 5 shows the 
ers a, , let 
( K a): T is an AVL tree 0 
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then U(h, a) = U(Fib(h), a). 
he cases h = 0 and h = 1 are trivial because Fib(O) an 
trees of their heig ssume h 2 2 AK! U(h, a) = L?{ T9 d), 
of height h. Two cases arise, according to the structure of T (see 
Fig. 6). 
h-2 
h -u I h-1 
Fig. 6. The possible structure of T. 
e of height h-l. We have U(h,a)=U(T,a)= 
U(T,,a)+U(T,,a), hence U(T,,a)= U(h-l,a)= U(T,,a), by t 
of T. By the induction hypothesis, 
U( T, a) = 2Il(Fib(h - l), a). 
Case 2: T, is of height h - 2 and T, is of height h - 1. (II, a) = U( r a) = 
U(T,,a+l)+U(‘?;,a), hence U(T,,a+l)= U(h-2,a+l) and W(T,,a)= 
r r/ I_ 
u\ir - i. tik Tti ‘rise imhdon hypothesis, 
U(T,a)=U(Fib(h-2),a+l)+U(Fib(h-l),a). 
t Case 2 applies because the corresponding value of U( T, a) is the 
th. We have to show that 
U(F:b(h_2))+(a+l)F,,c U(Fib(h-l))+a&+, 
or, quivalently, 
F,,s U(Fib(h-lJ)- U(Fib(h-2))+a&_,. 
This holds if h == 2. Xf h 3 3, then 
U(Fib(h - i>)- U(Fib(k -2jj = u(Kib(h -3jj-+ 
(see the proof of emma 2.2), and t 
(a + I.) F,# _, hoids. Therefore, 
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This theorem provides us with the appropriate tool. 
Let T be an AVL tree of height h and size lV. 73en 
PL(T)<h(N+I)-:h+“+‘+l. 
An application of Lemma 2.5 with a = 1 yields 
according to Lemma 2.3(a). Now we obtain 
IPL(T)ah(N+I)-jh#‘+‘+l 
by Lemma 2.1. Kl 
eorem 2.7. Let T k an AVL, iree of size IV. Then 
IPL(T)~1.&!04... N(iog:, N - log, log, N) + O(N). 
roof. Let C = $4. The function 
f(X)=X(N+I)-cx+” 
takes its maximum at the zero of its first derivative 
that is, at x satisfying the equation 
@(l+xln~)=~ 1 (N+l). 
This yields 
x&‘=@(N) 
x+log,x=log, N+O(l). 
After adding log, log, N -log, x to either side in (2) we obtain 
=log,N+log, 
log,x+O(l) 
+W) x 
Now Theorem 2.6 yields 
IPL(T)~,f(k)+8(~~)~f(x)+O(~) 
-S ,h,‘(log,~ N -log, log, Ikr)S.O(N) 
~1 AAAA hplW- 
< P.=eTV-r.. .1 \‘V& Iv -- bg2 Pug* Nj t 0; 5ij 
using (3), (I), and log, Y = 1.4404.. . log,! Y. El 
In the next section we show that the maximum value determine above can in 
ct be achieved by AVL trees whose average internal path length is eq 
height. 
Now the reason why AVL trees of maximai height cannot have max 
path length has become clear. If h is increased beyond log, N -log, 
the upper bound in Theorem 2.6 begins to decrease. Eventually, when p? takes its 
maximal value log& N + log, & - 2, the value of the bound is down to 
= IPL( Fib( h)) 
= 6.0422N log:! N+O(N) 
(see Lemma 2.3(b)). Figure 7 displays the graph of IPL/N, the upper bound for 
the average path length, for a fixed size F+J. 
1.0422 log, N : . 
h,N 17; 
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p = 1.4404(Iog2 N - log, log, N) 
. . . . . . . 
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Fig. 7. The upper homd 
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In order to prove th t the upper bound o eorem 2.7 is in fact achieva 
we consider the fami of AVL trees 
are integers 3 O), 
he AVL tree obtained by 
ee Fib( h + k) by a complete 
Gannet [4] has show hat for k-(log, 2-I)h 
I 
ib( h) 
= I.225695 . . . 
e prove the following stronger result. 
d, 2-l)h-iog, h+F, where I&IS& Then 
IPL(G(k,h))=Nlog,N-Nlog,log,N+O(N). 
a Since log, 2 - I - 0.4, we have k < h. Now 
height(G(k% h)) = k+ h 
= h log, l--loggh+E 
Fig. 8. he tree G(k, h). 
and 
IV+ 1 = Fj,+kt>‘.- F,,LZ+2h 
-ga(k)+“‘“+2”+0( 
ere g = (1/d?&? and a(k) = 1 -(I/@), since 
frsn2 (4). xsw z;y Lcnmma 2.3(a), for sofiie COlisiarlt d > 0, we “nwe 
U(G(k, h))~ U(Fib(k+k)) 
s d(h + k)#‘+’ 
by (6), because k < h, and by (5). We also have, from (5) and (6), that 
+1=(ga(k)+h4-F)#“+k+O(1); 
hence, takiq, logs we obtain 
tz+k+log,(ga(k)+hc$-‘)=logJ’V+O(I). 
NW, 
Scg,fga(k)+h#-‘)=log4h+0(1) 
= log& log, N + O( I), 
because from (5) we have 
h = log2 (0 
==log, C#I log, N+0(1). 
marizing, we have 
h -I- k = log, Pd - log, log, 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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Thic chnwc thslt the ubner jound in Theorem 2.7 is tight. The asymptotically IPL P .PiLi u**v I. Y _Ll_S m--d W-C=- - 
pessimal NL trees constructed here have an average path Iength that d 
the height by only a additive constant! 
A brother tree is a tree each of whose internal n ~.Ies has either one or two sons. 
Each unary no e must have a binary brother and all external nodes are at the same 
level. We associate one key to each internal binary node while the internal unary 
nodes and the external nodes remain empty. The keys are stored in order. This 
results in the class of brother search trees (also called l-2 brother trees in the 
literature); see Fig. 9 and [9]. 
Fig. 9. A brother search tree. 
During a search in a brother search tree: both the unary and the binary nodes on 
the search path must be kited, but key comparisons oniy occur at the binary nodes 
on the path. Therefore, the time complexity of a brother tree T has two constituent 
parts: node-visit cost, or NVCOST, and comparison cost, or CCOST, where 
NVCOST( T) = C number of nodes on path(p) 
p inteinl?! binary 
and 
The space cost SCOST of a rother tree is the number of internal binary and unary 
nodes. 
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Although we do not have a structural result on CC ST-pessimal brother trees, 
heorems 2.7 and 3.1 provide us with a tight upper bound for the comparison cost. 
or, the following c respondence holds between brother trees and AVL trees; see 
[ 30, 111 for details. he contraction of a brother tree performed by removing its 
unary nodes results in an AVL tree, and by this operation each AVL tree is obtained 
exactly once. Clearly, CCOST corresponds to IPL. Therefore, 
for each brother tree T of size N, and this upper bound is tight. 
. Goncludin s 
We have shown that 
1.4404 N(log, N - log2 fog, N) + O(N) 
is a tight upper bound for the internal path length of AVL trees and for the 
comparison cost of brother trees. But it remains an open problem to characterize 
the structure of those AVL trees that have maximal internal path length, for any 
given size N. In [3], the attempt was made to construct IPL-pessimal AVL trees 
of given size and given height, but the algorithm suggested there is incorrect; 
see [7, p. 6751. 
We have also shown that for a fixed size of the tree, the maximal internal path 
length does not increase with the height, but rather increases first and then decreases, 
after taking its maximum as the behaviour of the upper bound in Theorem 2.7 
suggests. The maximum is achieved by AVL trees whose average internal path length 
is equal 10 their height, up to an additive constant. This illustrates that the AVL 
tree principle, __ to balance the height of subtrees, does not gua::antee a short inter 
path. In fact, Gonnet [4] shows that balancing the internal path length directly 
results in an upper bound for IPL of only 
1 d5155.. . Iv log, N+O(N) 
which is only 5% worse than optimal, whereas the path lengt 
44% worse than optimal. However, in Gonnet’s trees inserti 
produce an IPL of 0( IV’) in the (very unlikely) worst case. Th 
arises: is there a baianced binary tree scheme that guarantees 9
performance and an internal ath iength substanriaily s 
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